
MINISTRY OF SHIIPING
(Ports Wing)
NOTIFICATION
New Delhi, the 26th December, 2014

G.S.R. 23 (E): - In the Ministry of Shipping Notification G.S.R. 687 (E) dated 15th October, 2013 published in the Gazette of India (Extraordinary), typographical errors are rectified as follows:

1. (I) At page no.186, in the second line a bracket ")" will be inserted after the word division.
   (II) The Pages from 193 to 203, of the Gazette Notifications should be deleted, as it has been printed twice.

2. Recruitment Rules for Class-I posts of General Administration Department (Main Administration);
   (I) After the end of the post of secretary on page no. 209, the following will be inserted, “(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, it may continue.”
   At page no. 213, under column no. 2, the word ‘Hindi Officer’ will be replaced by the word ‘Sr. Asstt. Secretary (OL).
   (II) At page no. 213, under column no. 12, line no. eight, the word “whih” will be replaced by the word “which”.

3. Recruitment Rules for Class-I posts of Labour and Industrial Relations Divisions (L&IR) under General Administration Department:-
   (I) At page no.219, Sl. no.1, Column no.1, the letter “l” after the word institution will be deleted. The new Para starting with the word “Two" will be renumbered as (ii) in lien of (i).

4. Recruitment Rules of Class-I posts for Estate Division under General Administration Department.
   (I) At page no. 227 against the post of Dy. Estate Manager, under Column no. 12, the Pay scale of “Rs. 10,750-16,750/- “will be replaced by “Rs.20,600-46,500/-“.
   And against the post of Estate manager, under Column no, 12, line no. 13 the word “GAD” will be replaced by the “GAD/Estate Divn”.
   (II) At page no. 229 against the post of Assistant Estate Manager (Legal) under column no. 2 & 13 the word “Assistant Estate Manager (Legal)” will be replaced by the word “Sr. Assistant Estate Manager (Legal)” and under column no. 12 the word “ACRs” will be replaced by “APARs”.

5. Requirement Rules for Class-I posts of Traffic Department:-
(I) At page no. 230, under column no. 2, in the heading “Name of the port” will be replaced by “Name of the Post”.

(II) At page no. 232 under column no. 12, the following will be substituted after the word “the” :-
“selection is by merit for which the bench mark in overall grading in APARs will not be below “very good”.

(III) At page no. 234, under column no. 12, line no. 1, the word, “Addl. Traffic Manager” will be replaced by the word “Sr. Dy. Traffic Manager”.
And after the end of traffic Department, the following will be inserted:-
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, It may continue.”

6. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page No. 234 against the post of Executive Engineer under column No. 12, line no. 4, the word “sefty” will be replaced by “safety”.
(II) At page no. 242 under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment,” after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.
And at page no. 242, under column no. 12, line no. 4, the word “Personal” will be replaced by “Dy. Personal”.

7. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Materials Management Division under Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page no. 243, under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment”, after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.

8. Recruitment Rules for class-I Posts of Finance Department :-
(I) At page no. 249, under column no. 13, the existing words “one post of Sr. Dy. CAO will be re-designated as Sr. Dy. CAO” will be replaced by “Existing posts of addl. CAO will be designated as Sr. Dy. CAO”.
(II) At page no. 252, under column no. 12, line no. 2 the word “addl. Chief Accounts Officer” will be replaced by the words “Sr. Dy. Chief Accounts Officer”.
And after the end of Finance Department, the following will be inserted:
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, it may continue.”

9. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Planning and Research Division under Finance Department:-
(I) At page no. 253, under column number 9, at (b) the word “No” will be replaced by the word “Yes”.

6. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page No. 234 against the post of Executive Engineer under column No. 12, line no. 4, the word “sefty” will be replaced by “safety”.
(II) At page no. 242 under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment,” after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.
And at page no. 242, under column no. 12, line no. 4, the word “Personal” will be replaced by “Dy. Personal”.

7. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Materials Management Division under Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page no. 243, under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment”, after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.

8. Recruitment Rules for class-I Posts of Finance Department :-
(I) At page no. 249, under column no. 13, the existing words “one post of Sr. Dy. CAO will be re-designated as Sr. Dy. CAO” will be replaced by “Existing posts of addl. CAO will be designated as Sr. Dy. CAO”.
(II) At page no. 252, under column no. 12, line no. 2 the word “addl. Chief Accounts Officer” will be replaced by the words “Sr. Dy. Chief Accounts Officer”.
And after the end of Finance Department, the following will be inserted:
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, it may continue.”

9. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Planning and Research Division under Finance Department:-
(I) At page no. 253, under column number 9, at (b) the word “No” will be replaced by the word “Yes”.

(I) At page no. 230, under column no. 2, in the heading “Name of the port” will be replaced by “Name of the Post”.

(II) At page no. 232 under column no. 12, the following will be substituted after the word “the” :-
“selection is by merit for which the bench mark in overall grading in APARs will not be below “very good”.

(III) At page no. 234, under column no. 12, line no. 1, the word, “Addl. Traffic Manager” will be replaced by the word “Sr. Dy. Traffic Manager”.
And after the end of traffic Department, the following will be inserted:-
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, It may continue.”

6. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page No. 234 against the post of Executive Engineer under column No. 12, line no. 4, the word “sefty” will be replaced by “safety”.
(II) At page no. 242 under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment,” after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.
And at page no. 242, under column no. 12, line no. 4, the word “Personal” will be replaced by “Dy. Personal”.

7. Requirement Rules for Class-I Posts of Materials Management Division under Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department:
(I) At page no. 243, under column no. 11, in the heading “Method of the recruitment”, after the end of the word “deputation”, one bracket “)” will be inserted.

8. Recruitment Rules for class-I Posts of Finance Department :-
(I) At page no. 249, under column no. 13, the existing words “one post of Sr. Dy. CAO will be re-designated as Sr. Dy. CAO” will be replaced by “Existing posts of addl. CAO will be designated as Sr. Dy. CAO”.
(II) At page no. 252, under column no. 12, line no. 2 the word “addl. Chief Accounts Officer” will be replaced by the words “Sr. Dy. Chief Accounts Officer”.
And after the end of Finance Department, the following will be inserted:
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, it may continue.”

9. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Planning and Research Division under Finance Department:-
(I) At page no. 253, under column number 9, at (b) the word “No” will be replaced by the word “Yes”.

(I) At page no. 230, under column no. 2, in the heading “Name of the port” will be replaced by “Name of the Post”.

(II) At page no. 232 under column no. 12, the following will be substituted after the word “the” :-
“selection is by merit for which the bench mark in overall grading in APARs will not be below “very good”.

(III) At page no. 234, under column no. 12, line no. 1, the word, “Addl. Traffic Manager” will be replaced by the word “Sr. Dy. Traffic Manager”.
And after the end of traffic Department, the following will be inserted:-
“(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, It may continue.”
(II) At page no. 254, under column no. 12, line no. 3 the word “4 years” will be replaced by “5 years”.  
(III) At page no. 255, 256, 259, under column number 12, the word “Deputy Manager (System)” will be replaced by the word “Deputy Director (EDP)”.  
(IV) At page no. 260 & 261, under column number 12, the word “Sr. Deputy Manager (System)” will be replaced by the word “Sr. Deputy Director (EDP)”.  
(V) At page no. 257, for the post of Dy. Director (Research), under column number 12, line no. 2, the word “Asstt. Director” will be replaced by the word “existing Class-II officers of Planning Division”. And in line no. 13, the “Asstt. Director” will be replaced by the word “Class-II Officer”.  
Under column no. 13, line no. 2, the word “Statistical Officer” will be replaced by the word “Statistical Officer/Asstt. Director”.  
Under line no. 11 the word “redesigned” will be replaced by the word “designated”.  
(VI) At pages number 257, 258, 260, for the post of Dy. Director (Research), Sr. Dy. Director (Research) and Joint Director, under column number 9, (b) the word “post graduate degree” will be replaced by the word “degree”.  
On the same pages under column number 8, under heading “Essential” (I), the word “Degree in” will be replaced by the word “Degree with”.  
(VII) At page no. 259, column no. 12, pay scale of “Rs. 10,750-16,750/-." will be replaced by “Rs.20,600-46,500/-”  
(VIII) At page no. 260, under column no. 13, line no. 5, the letter “e-” will be replaced by the word “re-”.  
And under page 260, for the post of “Joint Director” under column number 13, line no. 2, the word “Deputy Director (P&R)” will be replaced by the word “Director (P&R)”.  
And under column no.12, line no.19, the word “Finance Deptt.” Will be replaced by the word “Finance Deptt/Research/EDP unit”.  
(IX) At page no.261, under column no.12, the word “ACRs” will be replaced by the word “APARs” and under column no. 8, line no. 4, “(PG degree/diploma)”

10. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Civil Engineering Department:-  
(I) “Recruitment Rules of Class-I Posts of Civil Engineering Department” will be inserted as the heading at page no. 262.  
Also under column no. 11, under the heading “Method of the recruitment,” after the word “deputation”, a bracket “)" will be inserted.  
And in column no. 1, line no. 20, the word “first 35%” will be replaced by the words “first 45%”.  
(II) At page no. 264, under column no. 12, line. 33, capital “W” will be small “w”.

11. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Civil Engineering Department (Environment Wing): -
(I) At page no. 270 under column no. 12, in the second line, the word “serfice” will be replaced by the word “service”. And the word “ACRs” will be replaced by the word “APARs”.

12. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Medical Department:
(I) At page no. 271, against the post of Matron, column no. 11, the words “failing which by transfer, deputation/direct recruitment” will be inserted after the word “By promotion”.
(II) At page no. 273, against the post of Sr. Dy. Chief Medical Officer (Specialist), under column no. 8, iii) A degree/diploma in Hospital Management from recognized institute, will be deleted.
(III) At page no. 274, under column no. 8, the words “Years years” will be replaced by “years”.
(IV) At page no. 275, against the post of Chief Medical Officer, under column no. 8, words “years years” will be replaced by “years”.
Under column no. 12 line no. 17, the words “with years” will be replaced by “with 2 years”.

13. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Vigilance Department:
(I) At page no. 277, under Column no. 2, in the heading “Name of the Port” will be replaced by “Name of the Port”.

14. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Hydraulic Study Department:
(I) At page no. 282 under column no. 13, line no. 7 & 12, the pay scale of “Rs. 14500-18700/- and Rs.16000-20800/-” will be replaced by “Rs. 29100-54500/- and Rs. 32900-58000/-”.
(II) At page no. 283, under column no. 12, line no. 18, the letters “rs” will be replaced by the letters “Rs”.
Under column no. 8 following will be inserted after the word “undertaking”: - “(with application of remote sensing and GIS in river hydraulics)”.
Following will be inserted after the end of column no. 12: - “Rs. 24900-50500/- in Govt/PSUs or Autonomous Bodies with 3 years regular service in the grade will be eligible.
The selection by merit for which the bench mark in overall grading in the APARs will not be below “Very good.”
(III) At page no. 285, after the end of Hydraulic Study Department, the following will be inserted: - “(*) In Departments/Divisions where percentage of direct recruitment is higher at present than what has been prescribed now, it may continue.

15. Recruitment Rules for Class-I Posts of Marine Department:
(I) At page no. 286, under column no. 2, in the heading “Name of the Port” will be replaced by “Name of the Port”.
(II) At page no. 288, under column no. 12 line no. 23, following will be inserted after end of the line, “in a Major Port Trust”.

(III) At page no. 291, under column no. 5, line no. 4 the word “will be replaced by “will”.

(IV) At page no. 295, against the port Harbour Master (Port)/ (River), Under column no. 12, line no. 10, the words “the the” will be replaced by the word “the”.

(V) At page no. 303, against the port Apprentice Dock Polit, under column no. 5, line no. 3, the bracket “)” will be deleted.

(VI) At page no. 309, against the port of Engineer Superintend, under column no. 12, line no. 6 the word “Dy. ES/OCPD/Asstt. ES and equivalent post taken together” will be inserted in place of “Dy, ES/OCPD and Asstt. ES taken together”.

16. At page no. 313, the words “HALDIA DOCK COMPLEX” will be replaced by words “SCHEDULE HALDIA DOCK COMPLEX”.

17. Recruitment Rules for the Class-I Posts of General Managers: -

(I) At page no. 313, column no. 8, line no. 11, the letters “ion” will be deleted.

(II) At page nos. 314, 315 and 316, column no. 12, the word “major Port Trust will be replaced by the words “Major Port Trust”.

(III) At page no. 315, column no. 8 & 12 for General Manager (Engineering) the words “Electronics and communication” will be replaced by the words “Electronics Communication”.

18. Recruitment Rules for Class-I posts of Administration Division under General Manager (M&S): -

(I) At page no. 320, as printed “SCHEDULE OF HALDIA DOCK COMPLEX” will be deleted.

And at column no. 13, the word “Admn. Officer (Computer)” should be replaced by the words “Asstt. Manager (Admn)”.

(II) At page no. 322, column no. 10, for the post of Dy. Manager, “period of probation (in years)” will be “2”.

(III) At page no. 324, after the end of column no. 13, the following will be inserted:

“The existing post of Jr. Asstt. Manager (Fire) will be re-designed as Sr. Fire & Security Officer”

19. RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST OF PRIVATE SECRETARIES UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (M&S): -

(I) At page no 326, the heading will be "RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS- I POSTS OF ADMINISTRATION DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (M&S) - (PRIVATE SECRETARY) " instead of "RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST OF PRIVATE SECRETARIES UNDR GENERAL MANAGER (M&S)".
20. Recruitment Rules For Class-I posts of Finance Division under General Manager (M&S): -
(II) At page no. 329, the heading will be "RECRUITMENT RULES – FOR CLASS-I POSTS OF FINANCE DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (FINANCE) " instead of "RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST OF FINANCE DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (MAS)".

21. Recruitment Rules For Class-I posts of Medical Division under General Manager (M&S): -
(I) At page no. 335, column no. 11, the words “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POSTS OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (SH & CH) DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (TRAFFIC)” instead of “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (SH & CH) DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (TRAFFIC OPERATIONS)”.

22. (II) At page no. 334, column no. 11, the words “By promotion, failing which, by Absorption/Deputation, failing both, by Direct Recruitment.” Will be replaced by the words, “By Absorption through composite method, failing which, by Deputation, and failing both, by Direct Recruitment”.  

23. Recruitment Rules for Class-I posts of Traffic Operations (RLYS) Division, under General Manager (Traffic Operations): -
(I) At page no. 336, the heading will be “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POSTS OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (RLYS) DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (TRAFFIC)” instead of “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (RLYS) DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (TRAFFIC OPERATIONS)”.
And at column no. 3, against the post of Asstt. Manager, number of posts will be “9” (Nine) has not been printed.

24. Recruitment Rules for Class-I posts of Plants & Equipment Division, under General Manager (Marine Operations & Engineering): -
(I) Page no. 338 to 340 will be deleted, as the same has been printed twice.
(II) At page no. 341, the heading will be “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POSTS PLANT & EQUIPMENT DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (ENGINEERING)” instead of “RECRUITMENT RULES FOR CLASS-I POST & EQUIPMENT DIVISION UNDER GENERAL MANAGER (MARINE OPERATIONS & ENGINEERING)’.
And at page no. 341, column no. 13, line no. 16, the word”, Sr. Plant Engineer” will be inserted after the word “Asstt. Ex. Engineer (P&E)”. 
(III) At page no. 343, column no. 12, Post of Asstt. Manager (Safety), the word “Discipline” will be replaced by the word “department”.

25. Recruitment Rules for the Class-I posts of MM Division under General Manager (Engineering): -
(I) Recruitment Rule of MM Division will be inserted in the RR as the same has not been printed in English version of the “Notification”.
(RR enclosure).
(II) The heading will be “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of MM Division under General Manager (Engineering)” by replacing “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of MM Division under General Manager (Marine Operations & Engineering)”.

26. Recruitment Rules for the Class-I posts of I & CF Division, under Manager (Marine Operations & Engineering): -
(I) At page no. 344, the heading will be “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of I & CF Division under General Manager (Engineering)” instead of “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of I & CF Division under General Manager (Marine Operations & Engineering)”.
(II) At page no. 345, to the post of Dy. Manager, column no. 9, the word “/Construction Engineering” should be deleted.
And in column no. 12, line no. 10, to the post of Sr. Dy. Manager, the pay scale of “Rs.20600-4650/-” will be replaced by “Rs.20600-46500/-”.

27. Recruitment Rules for the Class-I posts of Marine Operations Division under General Manager (Marine Operation & Engineering): -
(I) At page no. 346, the heading will be “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of Marine Operations Division under General Manager (Marine)” instead of “Recruitment Rules for Class-I post of Marine Operations Division under General Manager (Marine Operations & Engineering)”.
(II) At page no. 347, the column no. 3, against the post of Dy. Manager (Marine Operations), number of post should be “1”, which has not printed in RR.
(III) At page no. 349 column no. 12, against the post of Chief Engineer, the word “discipline” will be replaced by the word “department”.
(IV) At page no. 350 column no. 12, against the post of Manager, the word “discipline” will be replaced by the word “department”.
Enclo: Recruitment rule of MM Division. (English Version)
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